
Presenter
Presentation Notes
CURUPIRA is the protector of forest in the indian cosmogony. Look at his feet as strategy to confuse the  vandals







In Brazil, Amazonia has 45% of the national territory



Brazilian Amazonia = 25 million inhabitants, more than 
150 diferrent languages spoken







16% of brazilian amazonia is cut down in 8 
years = 96.000 square kilometers



Cargill´s port invading santarém 
front view



The river drought is not God´s wish



The lonly brazil nut tree in a soy field, the only one left is 
how capitalism chnages a 100 years production of food for 

a short term commodity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lonly brazil nut tree in a soy plantation is how capitalism changes a 100 years production of food for a short term commodity



This is a painting expressing the devasation reality of forest 
in Santarém region, local artist APOLINARIO



Look at the indignation of the native in a soy field



Timber, mineral and soy companies and others: kill and 
destroy forest in AMAZONIA – FDA= Amazonia defense 

front





Ilegal Timber exploitation also deforestate Amazonia



The river drought is not God´s wish



When human being respects forest nature is paradise
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